KNOWLEDGE AS ANTI-SPIRITUALITY AND ANTI-ETHICS
A sharp rise in the indicators of increased arteriosclerosis of humankind
all over the world!
Where are you, secret bright of aging?
Come back to cells, Water sacredly strict!
Where is your mercy, Arch-crystal?
Where is your intellect, Primary Fire?
“What is the name of this Abyss
in which individualities are jumping
to lose their uniqueness?”“Its name is death!”
Individuation? The last illusion!
A macroscopic urge towards Difference
That has come from ill-proportioned sensoriness!
A desperate attempt of the painful cell
To flee away from the call of Symmetry
Pushed to it by all atoms
In love with Unique Sameness!
The cell: an invention of a macro-world.
Unprofitable enterprise of worn out nature
In which hatred stimulates growth.
Love demands our destruction.
Hatred preserves our uniqueness.
“To be” – you can only against the Common –
“To know” – is equal to destruction
of macroscopic hope.
The discovery of the biochemical Code of talents gives the man power over
talents, and therefore, over the individual, and therefore, over creation,
insofar as in-dividual is in-divisible, and hence Divine.
The discovery of the Quantum Mechanics Code gives humankind power over the
Micro-world.
The discovery of the Linguistic Code gives the man power over Language. Why
is it always Power? Everywhere Power? Only Power? Inevitably – Power! Is
Cognition only Domination? Is power inalienable from Cognition? Isn’t a
lightbearing Cognition possible? Knowledge misericordia? Cognition
Suspiriarum? Knowledge insubordinating, but elevating the Object? Knowledge
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thankful – compassion and tenderness? Knowledge-Thrill-Reverence and
Appeal? Knowledge that will not subordinate but will teach the cognizing to
give itself up to Glory? Knowledge inspired by Sacrificio Subjecti?
Oh, my kin! Oh, long-suffering humankind! Who will save you from Evil in
the world, since Evil is in your heart?!
The Evil is in your striving for happiness! The Evil is in your striving
for beautiful flesh! The Evil is in the masterly sung “Matheus-Passion”!
The Evil is in state-of-the-art parallel computers that increase the minds’
dependency on equipment! The Evil is in the brilliantly solved 5th degree
equation! The Evil is in the proven theorem of Fermi! The Evil is in the
solved paradox of Continuum! The Evil is in the latest biochemical
discovery! The Evil is everywhere where Pleasure has subjected the Mystery
and made it a banal manipulative knowledge! The Evil is in Enjoyment, and
Goodness can be found only in Suffering!
Whoever has invented and created something – he has invented and created it
In spite of his spirituality and will for compassion, and in accord with his
egoism! In order to compose equations, equations of genius, equations for
billions and for the abstract humankind – I have to suppress my love for a
concrete man: Because the equations of genius, the round-the-clock
equations demand complete abandon, demand my nights, demand my blood and my
limitless narcissism – and for them I have to ignore my mother’s stenocardy
and my father’s stroke! Great equations are erected on hidden wailings,
Theories are built on moans, Symphonies are built on fractures of dear
faces, Equations are encoded sadisms, Symphonies are forgotten heart
attacks. One can create only in a narcissistic way, one can live
spiritually – that is, compassionately and commiseratingly – only
anti-creatively!
Ethics is destruction. Egoistic life created Being. Spiritual life creates
Non-being. Being and Construction can appear only against the Spirit, which
is suffering, as a will for pleasure. Suffering is destruction. Compassion
is complicity in destruction. Creativity is a crime against one’s fellow
men in the name of the non-fellow men. And abstract humankind is an
accomplice to crimes.
Egoism (Narcissism), Pleasure and Non-contradiction – these Diabolical
Tools – have set to destroy Selflessness, Depersonalization, Compassion and
Contradiction – these pillars of spiritual life from which every creativity
runs scared as it justifiably regards them as enemies. But since
Depersonalization, Compassion and Contradiction request Nothingness, every
Spirituality and elevated life presuppose Non-Being and imply Nothingness.
Working against them on a cosmic scale, Narcissism, Pleasure and
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Non-contradiction rush to welcome Time as their creator and to recognize it
as a supreme subject of Individuation. This Time will create Individuation
as being, and then Cognition also, which is capable of cognizing only
Being. The paradox in cognition lies in that the very cognizing ability is
Non-being (Nothingness) which cognizes Being, that Cognizing Nothingness
cognizes the Cognizable Being. Hence it follows that cognition will never
cognize Nothingness, insofar as in every attempt to cognize itself
Nothingness makes itself Being.
Only Non-being is ethical. Being is always unethical. Logic is possible
only as anti-ethics. Ethics is only possible as anti-logic. Ethical is
Eternity-Simultaneity and the eternal contradictory suffering. Non-ethical
is Time-Continuity, and the temporary non-contradictory happiness. Why is
the happy temporary non-contradiction unethical? Why is the suffering
eternal contradiction ethical? Why is happiness unethical? Because
happiness wants (creates) being, and being is unethical by force of
unethical temporariness. Why is being unethical? Because being is time, and
time is unethical by force of unethical Non-contradiction. Why is
Non-contradiction unethical? Because Non-contradiction is the Logical Form
of the Asymmetrical Drive of Energy (“or the Logical Form of Energy
running Asymmetrically”) and this Energy wants to realize itself, this
Energy seeks its form and since Eternity hides and does not gives away
forms, Energy takes as its form Time and turns this Time into its logic
through Continuity, calling this Continuing form of Time
“Non-contradiction”. Thus Non-contradiction as a form answers the logical
desire of Energy for its own form and logic: logic of self-realization
limitless, unwilling to conform to anything else but its own indestructible
urge for Individuation and Uniqueness, i.e., urge for Asymmetry, and the
ontological form of, the way the logical form of Asymmetrical Urge is
Non-contradiction. That is why if we say that Non-contradiction is an
Egotistical logical Urge for Individuation which respects nothing but its
thirst for Uniqueness, we mean that Non-contradiction is the logical form
which Asymmetrical Urge has found for itself, this lending
Non-contradiction itself features of Urge, of Drive. It goes without saying
that by working against the common, this non-contradicting urge for
Asymmetry and Asymmetrical Urge for Non-contradiction also work against its
eternal-simultaneous-contradicting logic of Symmetry and its
Insignificance, and thus works against Ethics, which is implicit to this
Insignificance, and Nothingness underlying Symmetry and its contradictory
logic of Simultaneity.
s s s

Returning every night from heaven to the earth,
And finding mankind sick and old again,
its youth forgotten, its enthusiasm trampled underfoot,
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ashamed of its grandeur, frustrated by its deiformity,
and hiding its original elation from itself I cried aloud, shaking with anger, pain and tears:
When will you, subordinated mankind, get rid of your truths,
Thus getting rid of your tyrants?
In order to reproach a mankind in a most objective way,
First its philosophy must be reproached.
The mistakes of society are shortcomings of Ideas. The vices of sociology
Are inbred diseases of the intellect.
Theoretical fights are erroneous as they are waged by the rules of wrong
Deductions and incorrect logic.
Intellectual tournaments follow the regulations of Time and err in relation
To the lack of regulations of eternity.
Philosophical subjectivities suffer a double depravity: they torture
either Truth in themselves, or themselves in Truth. They should be taught
allergy towards Truth.
In order to criticize a social system it is enough to teach ethics to its
politicians.
What drives mankind towards destruction is its hypnotic thirst for
metaphysics, the way earth is prepared for cataclysms by particularly
beautiful and magnificent sunsets.

Impossibility of falsity and impossibility of sinfulness is what expects
you here with me, the denouncer of intellect, my brethren!
“All-Positivity as an impossibility of negation!” Or, if you don’t like it:
“All-Negativity as an impossibility of positivity!”
“All-Love as an impossibility of hatred!” Or, if you don’t like it:
“All-Hatred as an impossibility of love!”
“All-Correctness as an impossibility of error!” Or, if you don’t like it:
“All-Erroneousness as an impossibility of correctness!”
“All-Goodness as an impossibility of Evil!” Or, if you don’t like it:
“All-Evil as an impossibility of Goodness!”
“All-Perfection as an impossibility of Imperfection!” Or, if you don’t like it:
“All-Imperfection as an impossibility of perfection!”
What, you ask me my dear, I like in these requirements? I like them because
they all are demands for Perfection, and demands for Perfection are demands
for Symmetry. Symmetrical relationships imply Non-being, the way
Asymmetrical relationships imply Being. And all demands for “Truthfulness”,
“Correctness”, “Unitruthfulness”, “Unicorrectness” are demands for
“Asymmetry”, and are therefore presumptions for Being and unconscious logic
wishes of Time as logic of Being. Time is an offspring of the Asymmetrical
Urge and Asymmetrical Logic and everyone who is after Truth (monotruth) as
an existence of Monodominatio Oppositorum, and Monodominatio Oppositorum as
an existence of Asymmetrical Impulse (urge) – is after Time and after its bait “Being”!

Nothing is healthier for a social system than its education according to
the rules of aesthetics. The aesthetic sense of ridicule, which meets the
death of universes with humor has a healing effect on sick societies.
Because modern mankind has learned the spirit of the most dangerous
disease: the disease of the “Sense of Tragic and Cosmic Damnation!”
But here the Devil, whom I had forgotten several millennia ago as human
Intellect, hung down from the skulls and by hiding the sky, whispered:
And now the offended intellect will tell us about the Omnivorous Deity of
Truth! Truth – the Omnivorous Deity, the All-Consuming Abstraction, the
All-grinding Mill of obsolete spaces and raw ideas!
Oh, Truth is above all a form of triumph and a means of Domination! A form
of successful war, the way Lie is a form of unsuccessful war! A means of
tyrannizing one opposite by the other. Truth is the implementation of this
injustice and asymmetry which we call “Monodominatio Oppositorum.”
That is why what we recommend instead of “Truth” is “all-Truth as an
impossibility of falsity!”. Instead of a “Sense of Truthfulness”, which is
an asymmetrical feeling, we recommend a “sense of All-truthfulness” which
being a symmetry of equal truths is a “sense of Impossibility of lie”.
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